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Abstract

The presentation aims at (i) outlining the techno-economic paradigmatic shifts in the light of an old

socio-economic theory developed by William F. Ogburn back in the 1940-1950s; (ii) deciphering the

potential productivity impact of the current Industry 4.0, and (iii) testing and refining the Ogburnian

view to techno-social changes with special attention to complex vectors stifling down the diffusion and

that of the productivity impact of Industry 4.0.

1. Introduction

With the current development of Industry 4.0, researchers, analysts and even the wider public expect

that its development will be pervaded by the renaissance of a spectacular productivity boom by

boosting growth all around the advanced economies and emerging ones, alike.

The aim of the present paper is to challenge such glamorous expectation. In doing so, it tests the

hypothesis of William F. Ogburn whose hysteresis theory regarding technology induced socio-economic

changes might be a good guidance about what will happen. To this end, the paper deciphers complex

dynamic configuration of trade-offs, unintended consequences related to the emergence of Industry 4.0

in an interdisciplinarian way by calling for cautiousness when it comes to anticipating big productivity

effects.

2. Ogburn’s Ouvre

Albeit William F. Ogbum did pioneering research on many grounds, and on the field of innovation in

particular without using the word, his legacy is not as lively as for instance that of J. A. Schumpeter.

Ogburn recognized that technological advancement (revolution) is not necessarily followed by fast far-

reaching techno-social changes due to institutional, cultural settings acting as resistance forces.

3. Testing Ogburn’s Theory – Fast Changes or Hysteresis in Industry 4.0 Development?

We unravel the major intertwined vectors that are looming around Industry 4.0 by culminating into a

good deal of hysteresis overshadowing the glamorous productivity-boosting character of Industry 4.0.

In short, those vectors can be juxtaposed as follows: (i) relation between weakened trust-

infrastructure, due to the near-death experience of global capitalism in the aftermath of the 2008

financial and economic crisis, and fast diffusion; (ii) rising security related uncertainties; (iii) paradoxical

consumption patterns; (iv) unintended consequences of automation; (v) digitalisation and mental

health; (vi) distorting effects of quantophrenic culture (insisting on and valuing only measurability);

and (vii) unintended consequences due to the neglected contextual interactions (e.g. ignoring the

interaction between labour market flexibility and industrial policy).
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4. Conclusions

We conclude that the vectors directing towards hysteresis are here to stay and cannot be excluded by

any kind of productivity-evaluating process on Industry 4.0. Old theories are therefore not necessarily

out of date. In addition to hysteresis, we emphasise that even though productivity effect might easily

come relatively later, the volume – measurable – of its productivity impact will be much lower than

one would have previously thought. These have important policy implications in two dimensions: how

to stimulate industrial revolution and by what kind of industrial policy might be an instructive way

forward, what is the limitation of mainstream economics with respect to incorporating complex

narratives and complexity aware analysis in a time when certainty seems to be everything both for

policymakers and for citizens, i.e. what kind of shift in economics shall be a great help in better grasp

what is really going on in the socio-economic innovation ecosystem.


